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1492 - the Spanish Reconquista reflected by the Cancionero Musical de Palacio 
 

1492 – probably one of the most significant years in Spain’s history, in Granada’s history. In 

this year, King Ferdinand II of Aragón and Queen Isabella of Castile conquered the Emirate 

of Granada – the last Muslim stronghold on the Iberian Peninsula – and completed the 

Spanish reconquest, the Reconquista; Columbus set out to discover the New World; a Spanish 

scholar, Antonio de Nebrija, published the first book about Castilian grammar; and inquisition 

and expulsion of Spanish Jews occurred—according to the concept of Spain’s national and 

religious unity.  

To understand the events of 1492, one may examine important previous events dating back to 

the 8th century. In 711 Berber troops from the north of Africa crossed the Strait of Gibraltar 

between Marocco and Spain, intruded into the Iberian Peninsula, ready and willing to conquer 

it completely. Within some years most of the Iberian Peninsula was under Muslim control; 

Al-Andalus, Moorish Spain, had been established.  

Soon after the Islamic conquest, the Christian kingdoms began to regain control of the 

peninsula and the Reconquista began. After a first significant victory of the Christians over 

the Muslim Moors in 722 in Covadonga/Asturia, one by one Muslim states fell to Christian 

kingdoms attacking from the North. In the middle of the 13th century, after the major cities of 

Toledo, Cordoba and Seville had been reconquered, almost the entire Iberian Peninsula was in 

the hands of Christians. Just one state in the southern tip of the Peninsula, sheltered by the 

high mountains of the Sierra Nevada, had resisted the Reconquista and remained in Muslim 

hands – Granada. Granada included major cities like Málaga, Almería and Marbella. The 

Emirate of Granada – this name had been introduced under Nasrid Ruler Muhammed in 1338 

– served as a refuge for Muslims fleeing during the Reconquista and for more than two 

centuries it remained as a tributary state of Castile – one of the most powerful Christian 

kingdoms.  
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Since the beginning of the 15th century the Emirate of Granada had to make more and more 

concessions. It was weakened by internal political dissensions. In Castile there was also an 

unstable situation, and at long sight, Granada would not be able to defend itself against a 

sustained offensive from Christian Europe. In 1410 an army led by Ferdinand I of Aragon 

conquered the important border town Antequera. In 1469 with the marriage of King 

Ferdinand II of Aragon and Queen Isabella of Castile, the important impetus for the conquest 

was given. The two most powerful Christian kingdoms of the Iberian Peninsula were united. 

Although each of them retained control of their respective kingdoms, they appeared as one. In 

1494 Pope Alexander VI gave them the title of Los Reyes Catolicos, the Catholic Monarchs.  

With a united front, the Christians conquered bit by bit the last Moorish kingdom at the 

Iberian Peninsula. Christian forces captured Alhama de Granada in 1482, followed by the 

capture of Ronda, Málaga and Almería within the next years. By the end of 1491 the city of 

Granada was surrounded by Ferdinand and Isabella’s army.!On the morning of January 2nd 

1492, Christian soldiers occupied the Alhambra palace and Muhammad XII Abû ’Abdallâh, 

who became famous as Boabdil, surrendered Granada to the Catholic Monarchs. The Spanish 

Reconquista had come to its end.  
!

A policy of centralization and national and religious unity began. Spanish Jews and the Moors 

were expelled and Islam was officially outlawed in Granada in 1502. The upcoming feelings 

of self-awareness and nationhood were probably also supported by the publishing of the first 

grammar book of the Castilian language in 1492. The publisher Antonio de Nebrija argued 

that language is an instrument of empire and that a single, standard language is needed for 

national cohesion. The Castilian language emerged as the prominent language among the 

different languages that were common in the Peninsula.  

The court of Ferdinand and Isabella became a centre of musical activity and attracted many 

instrumentalists and composers. It is quite interesting that especially Spanish musicians were 

engaged at the court. The following section concentrates on the secular music tradition of the 

court of the Catholic Monarchs and on special national characteristics in this music. To this 

aim it would be useful to examine the Cancionero Musical de Palacio. This collection of 

songs is the richest and largest source representing the secular musical repertory of the 

Spanish court at this time. The collection concerns the decades surrounding 1500 and was 

first edited in 1890 by Francisco Asenjo Barbieri.  

There is no doubt that at the end of the 15th century, Spain had deep connections to the 

musical life of the rest of Europe. Thus the prospering polyphonic school of Spain was 

especially enriched by the Franco-Flemish and the Italian music. Their models and techniques 
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influenced Spanish composers. Of course, much of the music of the peninsula was influenced 

by traces of the Spanish Jews and Moors.  
 

But which national Spanish characteristics are reflected in the Cancionero Musical de 

Palacio?  

Firstly the majority of the composers in the collection are Spanish. The principal Spanish 

composers of the second half of the fifteenth century and first half of the sixteenth century are 

presented, first of all Juan del Encina, who will receive attention later. Others include 

Francisco Milán, Francisco de la Torre, Gabriel Mena Pedro de Escobar and Francisco de 

Peñalosa.  

It is also an important fact that most of the texts in the collection are in Castilian language. 

There are just a few texts in Italian, Portuguese, Latin, French, or in a mixture of French, 

Italian and Castilian. The collection contains for example fourteen Italian frottolas, known in 

Spanish as estrambotes. But Castilian is clearly the predominant language.  

Altogether the collection contains about 450 works ranging from songs for one voice with 

instrumental accompaniment to polyphonic works for more voices, from simple compositions 

to very elaborate works. The subjects of the songs are – amongst others – amorous, knightly, 

pastoral, festive, historical and religious. While working with the songs in the Cancionero 

Musical de Palacio, you can note a strong orientation towards folk music, however not 

excluding courtly texts and themes. As concerns forms there is a clear predominance of the 

villancico and romance. In that period the villancico is a Spanish vernacular musical and 

poetic form, frequently associated with rustic or popular themes. It consists of several stanzas 

(coplas) framed by a refrain (estribillo) at the beginning and the end. The romance was, next 

to the villancico, the most popular song type in Spanish-speaking countries. The more general 

narrative style deals mainly with stories of love and knighthood. Characteristic of most of the 

songs in the collection is a simple polyphonic style with simple harmonic structures and a 

homophonic texture. To those accustomed to the complex Franco-Flemish art, and to its 

projection upon Italian music, the Spanish style may appear simplistic. Accordingly, the 

composers try to emphasize the meaning, feeling, expression and spirit of the text.  

Also the use of the vihuela as an accompanying instrument for villancicos and romances is 

remarkable. The plucked chordophone flourished primarily in Spain and in areas under 

Spanish influence in the 15th and 16th centuries. There is a theory which suggests that the 

preference for the vihuela and the repudiation of the lute in Spain is based on the Moorish 

origin of the lute. But this is not commonly accepted, because many aspects of Islamic culture 
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remained established in the Spanish life after 1492; however, that topic is beyond the scope of 

this paper. 

The Spanish composers of the songs of the collection, the Castilian language, the use of the 

vihuela, the musical forms, the special musical characteristics and folk-like tunes indicate 

something genuinely Spanish. Also the subjects of many preserved texts are genuinely 

Spanish and some refer directly to the court of the Catholic Monarchs. For example, it is 

believed that A tal pérdida tan triste has been inspired by the death of Don Juan, the only son 

of Ferdinand and Isabella, and that Triste España, sin ventura is a lament for the death of 

Queen Isabella in 1504.  

The collection also contains some songs, which reflect special historical moments of the 

Spanish Reconquista. Particularly noteworthy are six songs of the Cancionero Musical de 

Palacio, dealing with the conquests of special cities – cities of the Emirate of Granada – 

during the Reconquista. There are also a few songs, which treat the Spanish Reconquista, 

which are not part of the Cancionero Musical de Palacio. For example the song Paseábase el 

rey moro alludes to the capture of Alhama, a town in the province in Granada, by the forces of 

the Catholic Monarchs in 1482. Both Critóbal de Morales’ De Antequera sale el moro and 

Diego Pisador’s La Mañana de San Juan allude to the fall of the town Antequera, thirty miles 

north of Málaga and sixty west of Granada.  

Focusing on the Cancionero Musical de Palacio, we find the simple, homophonic romance 

Cavalleros de Alcalá by Lope Martinez, which probably refers to the attack on Alcalá la Real, 

a city around 50 kilometres from Granada. Francisco de la Torre composed two simple paeans 

to King Ferdinand. Pascua d’Espiritu Santo celebrates the fall of the city of Ronda, a city in 

the Spanish province of Málaga, in 1485. The other one is Por los campos de los moros, 

probably referring to the loss of Granada. The defeat of the city of Baza, near Jaén, may have 

inspired the anonymous romance Sobre Baça estaba el Rey.  

Three songs in the Cancionero Musical de Palacio are related to the special year 1492. All of 

them were composed by Juan del Encina. The poet and composer Encina, born at or near 

Salamanca in 1468 or 1469, didn’t work directly in the service of the Catholic Monarchs, but 

of the second Duke of Alba. Around seventy of his songs are preserved in the Cancionero 

Musical de Palacio, all of them set for three or four parts. It is supposed that Encina had been 

present at the taking of Granada in 1492.  

One of the songs is Encina’s pastoral villancico Levanta, Pascual, Levanta. It is about the 

excitement of apparently two shepherds, making ready for visiting just-liberated Granada:  
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Levanta, Pascual, levanta,    Get up, Pascual, get up, 
aballemos a Granada,    let’s go to Granada, 
que se suena qu'es tomada.   it is said that it has fallen. 
 
Levanta toste priado,     Get up quick I beg you, 
toma tu perro y çurrón,     Take your dog and your pack,  
tu çamarra y çamarrón,     your jacket and coat,  
tus albogues y cayado.     your pipes and your shepherd’s crook. 
Vamos ver el gasajado    Let’s go to see the celebrations, 
de aquella çiudad nombrada,    In the famous city, 
que se suena qu'es tomada.   it is said that it has fallen.  

 

Source: González Cuenca, Joaquín (Ed.): Cancionero Musical de Palacio (= Biblioteca filológica 

Hispana 24), Madrid 1996, p. 129. 
 

Encina’s romance Qu’es de tí, desconsolado? is about the King Boabdil, the Morrish ruler 

who lost Granada. It addresses directly Boabdil, who had been defeated by Ferdinand and 

Isabella. But the disconsolate Moor should not cry, because in his defeat is the freedom to 

convert and to save his soul. The Christian belief appears triumphantly. Indeed, the poem has 

tragic accents, but was probably intended as a rebuke. At the end of the song is the praise of 

Isabel and Ferdinand. Álvaro Bustos Táuler writes in his book La poesía de Juan del Encina: 

El Cancionero de 1496 about this romance, that it is “…construido con una pretensión 

moralizante y propagandística evidente…” (“…built with a moral purpose and an evident 

intent to advertise…”). (Bustos Táuler 2009: 208) 

Looking at the sheet music one can see that Encina sets the piece for three voices and 

ornaments it simply. Predominantly homophonic texture and clear-cut phrases, which follow 

the poetic structure exactly, are noticeable. The melody is generally syllabic, of narrow range 

and often moves step by step with a narrow compass. Some cadences close with a brief 

ornamentation.  
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Source: Anglés, Higinio (Ed.): La Música en la Corte de los Reyes Católicos. Cancionero Musical de 

Palacio (Siglos XV–XVI), vol. 1, Barcelona 1947, pp. 102–103. 

 

Encina’s Una sañosa porfía is from the point of the view of Boabdil, who complains about 

his situation. Encina creates a lament.  
 

Una sañosa porfía    A cruel, luckless 
sin ventura va pujando.    misfortune is happening.  
Ya nunca terné alegría,    I never had joy, 
ya mi mal se va ordenando.   but now my ills are multiplying.  

 
Ya Fortuna disponía    Fortune was disposed 
quitar mi próspero mando,   to take away my prosperous domain, 
qu'el brabo león d'España   for the brave lion of Spain 
mal me viene amenazando.   came menacing me. 

 
Su espantosa artillería,    His dreadful artillery, 
los adarves derribando,    demolishing walls, 
mis villas i mis casillos,    he is taking my towns and my castles 
mis ciudades va ganando.   and my cities. 
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La tierra y el mar gemían,   The land and sea moan, 
que viene señoreando,    as he, dominating comes, 
sus pendones y estandartes   raising his banners and standards 
y banderas levantando.    and flags.  

 

Su muy gran caballería,    His very great cavalry,  
hela, viene relunbrando;   alas, glitters,  
sus huestos i peonaje    its army and laborers  
el aire viene turvando.    disturbing the air. 

 
Córreme la morería,    The Moorish quarter is vanishing;  
los campos viene talando;   he is laying waste to my fields,  
mis compañas i caudillos   he is defeating and slaying  
viene vençiendo i matando,   my companies and commanders,  

 
las mezquitas de Mahoma   Mohammed’s mosques are  
en iglesias consagrando;   reconsecrated as churches;  
las moras lleva cativas    Moorish ladies, tearfully crying out, 
con alaridos llorando.    are taken captive.  

 
Al çielo dan apellido:    The name is shouted to the heavens:  
-„¡Biba el rey Fernando!   “Long live King Ferdinand! 
¡Biba la muy gran leona,   Long live the very great lioness,  
alta reina prosperando!“-   High Majesty prosper”.  

 
Una generosa Virgen    A generous Virgin  
esfuerço les viene dando.   has given them courage.  
Un famoso cavallero    A famous cavalier  
delante viene bolando,    comes flying before, 

 
con una cruz colorada    with a red cross  
y un espada relumbrando,   and a glittering sword,  
d'un rico manto vestido,    dressed in a rich cloak,  
toda la gente guiando.    leading all the people.  

 
Source: González Cuenca, Joaquín (Ed.): Cancionero Musical de Palacio (= Biblioteca filológica 

Hispana 24), Madrid 1996, pp. 91–92. 

Translation by Jacobs, Charles: „The Spanish Frontier Ballad. Historical, Literary, and Musical 

Associations”, in: The Music Quarterly 58 (1972), pp. 618–619. 

 

One could wonder why a lament of the defeated Moorish king rather than a song of praise has 

been composed at the court of the Catholic Monarchs. Presumably, it is something like a form 

of appreciation of the Moorish side and of respect for their culture. At the end of the piece, 

however, the Christianity stands above the Arabic culture, and the Moorish ruler admits that 

Christianity had won. The choice of this original narrative perspective and the presentation of 

the situation from the point of view of the conquered seem to testify to an intellectual 

engagement with the subject and again highlight the achievement of the Reconquista. 
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Map of Granada area marked with cities mentioned in songs dealing with the Spanish 

Reconquista of the Cancionero Musical de Palacio  
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